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- first physics (2ν double beta decay of Xe-136)
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double beta decay
-  second order weak process (even-even nuclei)
-  predicted in 1935 by Göppert-Meyer 

after Wigner’s suggestion (~1017 years!)
6 Petr Vogel

Fig. 2. – Atomic masses of the isotopes with A = 136. Nuclei 136Xe, 136Ba and 136Ce are stable
against the ordinary � decay; hence they exist in nature. However, energy conservation alone
allows the transition 136Xe ! 136Ba + 2e� (+ possibly other neutral light particles) and the
analogous decay of 136Ce with the positron emission.

• The transition involves the 0+ ground state of the initial nucleus and (in almost all
cases) the 0+ ground state of the final nucleus. In few cases the transition to an
excited 0+ or 2+ state in the final nucleus is energetically possible, but suppressed
by the smaller phase space available. (But the 2⌫�� decay to the excited 0+ state
has been observed in few cases.)

• Both processes are of second order of weak interactions, ⇠ G4

F , hence inherently
slow. The phase space consideration alone (for the 2⌫�� mode ⇠ Q11 and for the
0⌫�� mode ⇠ Q5) give preference to the 0⌫�� which is, however, forbidden by the
lepton number conservation.

The distinct features are:

• In the 2⌫�� mode the two neutrons undergoing the transition are uncorrelated (but
decay simultaneously) while in the 0⌫�� the two neutrons are correlated.

• In the 2⌫�� mode the sum electron kinetic energy T
1

+ T
2

spectrum is continuous
and peaked below Q/2. This is due to the electron masses and the Coulomb
attraction. As T

1

+ T
2

! Q the spectrum approaches zero approximately like
(�E/Q)6.

• On the other hand in the 0⌫�� mode the sum of the electron kinetic energies is
fixed, T

1

+ T
2

= Q, smeared only by the detector resolution.

0νββ

2νββ

possibility of non-standard 0νββ process

β decay 
energetically forbidden
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Here the mk’s are the masses of the three light neutrinos
and U is the matrix that transforms states with well-
defined mass into states with well-defined flavor &e.g.,
electron, mu, tau'. Equation &2' gives the !!&0"' rate if
the exchange of light Majorana neutrinos with left-
handed interactions is responsible. Other mechanisms
are possible &see Secs. III and IV.D', but they require the
existence of new particles and/or interactions in addition

to requiring that neutrinos be Majorana particles. Light-
neutrino exchange is therefore, in some sense, the
“minima” mechanism and the most commonly consid-
ered.

That neutrinos mix and have mass is now accepted
wisdom. Oscillation experiments constrain U fairly
well—Table I summarizes our current knowledge—but
they determine only the differences between the squares
of the masses mk &e.g., m2

2−m1
2' rather than the masses

themselves. It will turn out that !!&0"' is among the best
ways of getting at the masses &along with cosmology and
!-decay measurements', and the only practical way to
establish that neutrinos are Majorana particles.

To extract the effective mass from a measurement, it
is customary to define a nuclear structure factor FN
#G0"&Q!! ,Z'(M0"(2me

2, where me is the electron mass.
&The quantity FN is sometimes written as Cmm.' The ef-
fective mass !m!!" can be written in terms of the calcu-
lated FN and the measured half-life as

!m!!" = me)FNT1/2
0" *−1/2. &4'

The range of mixing matrix values given in Table I, com-
bined with calculated values for FN, allow us to estimate
the half-life a given experiment must be able to measure
in order to be sensitive to a particular value of !m!!".
Published values of FN are typically between 10−13 and
10−14 yr−1. To reach a sensitivity of !m!!"+0.1 eV there-
fore an experiment must be able to observe a half-life of
1026–1027 yr. As we discuss later, at this level of sensitiv-
ity an experiment can draw important conclusions
whether or not the decay is observed.

The most sensitive limits thus far are from the
Heidelberg-Moscow experiment: T1/2

0" &76Ge'#1.9$1025

yr &Baudis et al., 1999', the IGEX experiment:
T1/2

0" &76Ge'#1.6$1025 yr &Aalseth et al., 2002a, 2004',
and the CUORICINO experiment: T1/2

0" &130Te'#3.0
$1024 yr &Arnaboldi et al., 2005, 2007'. These experi-
ments contained 5–10 kg of the parent isotope and ran
for several years. Hence increasing the half-life sensitiv-
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for !!&2"' &top' and !!&0"' &bot-
tom'.

TABLE I. Neutrino mixing parameters as summarized by the Particle Data Book )Yao et al. &2006'*
based on the individual experimental reference reporting. The limit on !m!" and % are based on the
references given. The !m!!" limit comes from the Ge experiments. The parameter values would be
slightly different if determined by a global fit to all oscillation data &Fogli et al., 2006'.

Parameter Value Confidence level Reference

sin2&2&12' 0.86−0.04
+0.03 68% Aharmin et al. &2005'

sin2&2&23' '0.92 90% Ashie et al. &2005'
sin2&2&13' (0.19 90% Apollonio et al. &1999'
)m21

2 8.0−0.3
+0.4$10−5 eV2 68% Aharmin et al. &2005'

()m32
2 ( 2.4−0.5

+0.6$10−3 eV2 90% Ashie et al. &2004'
!m!" (2 eV 95% Lobashev et al. &1999'; Kraus et al. &2005'
!m!!" (0.7 eVa 90% Klapdor-Kleingrothaus et al. &2001a'; Aalseth

et al. &2002a'
% (2 eV 95% Elgaroy and Lahov &2003'

aUsing the matrix element of Rodin et al. &2006'.
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why study 0νββ decay?

its observation is associated with the discovery of:
- lepton number violation

- Majorana particles (neutrinos)

and enables us to:
- measure the absolute mass scale of neutrinos

- define the mass ordering of neutrinos
- shed some light on the matter/antimatter asymmetry 

(leptogenesis, ....) 

[Schechter and Valle,  Phys. Rev. D 25 (1982) 2951]
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measured quantity:  half life (rate)

directly 
measured 
quantity

calculable phase 
space factors

nuclear matrix elements
(calculated within particular nuclear models)

Majorana neutrino mass 
(can be zero !!) 

108 V.A. Rodin et al. / Nuclear Physics A 766 (2006) 107–131

1. Introduction

Inspired by the spectacular discoveries of oscillations of atmospheric [1], solar [2–5], and
reactor neutrinos [6] (for recent reviews see [7–11]) the physics community worldwide is em-
barking on the next challenging problem, finding whether neutrinos are indeedMajorana particles
as many particle physics models suggest. Study of the neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ) is
the best potential source of information about the Majorana nature of the neutrinos [12–15].
Moreover, the rate of the 0νββ decay, or limits on its value, can be used to constrain the neutrino
mass pattern and the absolute neutrino mass scale, i.e., information not available by the study of
neutrino oscillations. (The goals, and possible future directions of the field are described, e.g., in
the recent study [16]. The issues particularly relevant for the program of 0νββ decay search are
discussed in [17].)
The observation of 0νββ decay would immediately tell us that neutrinos are massive Majo-

rana particles. But without accurate calculations of the nuclear matrix elements it will be difficult
to reach quantitative conclusions about the absolute neutrino masses and mass hierarchies and
confidently plan new experiments. Despite years of effort there is at present a lack of consen-
sus among nuclear theorists how to correctly calculate the nuclear matrix elements, and how
to estimate their uncertainty (see e.g. [15,18]). Since an overwhelming majority of published
calculations is based on the Quasiparticle Random Phase Approximation (QRPA) and its mod-
ifications, it is worthwhile to try to see what causes the sizable spread of the calculated M0ν

values. Does it reflect some fundamental uncertainty, or is it mostly related to different choices
of various adjustable parameters? If the latter is true (and we believe it is) can one find and justify
an optimal choice that largely removes such unphysical dependence?
In the previous paper [19] we have shown that by adjusting the most important parameter,

the strength of the isoscalar particle–particle force so that the known rate of the 2νββ-decay is
correctly reproduced, the dependence of the calculated 0νββ nuclear matrix elements M0ν on
other things that are not a priori fixed, is essentially removed. In particular, we have shown that
this is so as far the number of single particle states included is concerned, and the choice of the
different realistic representations of the nucleon G-matrix. In [19] we applied this procedure to
the 0νββ decay candidate nuclei, 76Ge, 100Mo, 130Te, and 136Xe.
In the present work we wish to expand and better justify the ideas presented in [19]. First,

the method is systematically applied to calculate the nuclear matrix elements M0ν for most of
the nuclei with known experimental 2νββ-decay rates. Second, the sensitivity of the results to
variation of other model parameters is tested. These are the axial vector quenching factor, com-
monly described as a modification of the constant gA, and the parameters that describe the effect
of the short range correlations. Finally, arguments in favor of the chosen calculation method are
presented and discussed.

2. Details of the calculation of 0νββ decay matrix elements

Provided that a virtual light Majorana neutrino with the effective mass 〈mββ〉,

〈mββ〉 =
N∑

i

|Uei |2eiαi mi (all mi ! 0), (1)
2

2

M0! =!f" 2R
"gA

2 #
0

#

qdq$
a,b

j0%qrab&'hF%q& + hGT%q&$! a · $! b( + j2%qrab&hT%q&'3$! j · r̂ab$! k · r̂ab − $! a · $! b(

q + Ē − %Ei + Ef&/2
%a

+%b
+"i) . %29&

Here the nucleon coordinates are all operators that, like
spin and isospin operators, act on nuclear wave func-
tions. The nuclear radius R is inserted to make the ma-
trix element dimensionless, with a compensating factor
in G0!. 'As pointed out in Cowell %2006&, errors have
resulted from using different values of R in M0! and
G0!.( The internucleon position vectors are defined by
rab= *r!a−r!b* and r̂ab= %r!a−r!b& /rab, while j0 and j2 are
spherical Bessel functions, and

hF%q& + − gV
2 %q2& , %30&

hGT%q& + gA
2 %q2& −

gA%q2&gP%q2&q2

3mp
+

gP
2 %q2&q4

12mp
2

+
gM

2 %q2&q2

6mp
2 , %31&

hT%q& +
gA%q2&gP%q2&q2

3mp
−

gP
2 %q2&q4

12mp
2 +

gM
2 %q2&q2

12mp
2 . %32&

The terms above containing gM are negligible, but
those with gP typically reduce the matrix element by
about 30%. In most calculations, however, even these
terms are neglected, so that the matrix element takes the
approximate form

M0! , M0!
GT −

gV
2

gA
2 M0!

F %33&

with

M0!
F = !f"$

a,b
H%rab,Ē&%a

+%b
+"i) , %34&

M0!
GT = !f"$

a,b
H%rab,Ē&$! a · $! b%a

+%b
+"i) . %35&

Here the neutrino potential H is defined as

H%r,Ē& ,
2R
"r#0

#

dq
sin qr

q + Ē − %Ei + Ef&/2
. %36&

For later reference, we also give an approximate ex-
pression for the rate of &&%2!& decay, which does not
depend on neutrino mass or charge-conjugation proper-
ties, and involves no neutrino propagator:

'T1/2
2! (−1 = G2!%Q&&,Z&"M2!

GT −
gV

2

gA
2 M2!

F "2

, %37&

where=G2!%Q&& ,Z& is another phase-space factor, pre-
sented earlier in Eq. %1&, and

M2!
F = $

n

!f"$
a

%a
+"n)!n"$

b
%b

+"i)
En − %Mi + Mf&/2

, %38&

M2!
GT = $

n

!f"$
a

$! a%a
+"n)!n"$

b
$! b%b

+"i)
En − %Mi + Mf&/2

. %39&

Nearly all the Fermi strength goes to the isobar analog
state in the daughter, so that M2!

F can be neglected.
We know that there are three light neutrinos with

largely left-handed interactions, so it makes sense to cal-
culate the &&%0!& rate that those neutrinos and interac-
tions induce. But most theorists believe that unobserved
particles and interactions exist as well. The most popular
explanation of small neutrino masses is the see-saw
mechanism, which implies the existence of heavy neutri-
nos that couple to left-handed gauge bosons. One simple
extension of the standard model that gives rise to a see-
saw is the “left-right” symmetric model, in which a
heavy right-handed weak boson WR coexists alongside
the familiar, and lighter, WL. Hirsch et al. %1996a& and
Prézeau et al. %2003& have given a general analysis of
double beta decay in such models. We will not repeat
that here, but instead examine the general question of
whether we can expect physics beyond left-handed weak
interactions and light Majorana neutrinos to generate
double beta decay at a level that competes with Eq. %28&.

Right-handed currents can cause &&%0!& through the
exchange of both light and heavy neutrinos. The cou-
pling of WR to neutrino mass eigenstates contains a fac-
tor Ul!i %where l! labels the right-handed states with defi-
nite flavor&, while the coupling of the usual WL contains
Uli %where l labels the left-handed states&, so that the
exchange of light neutrinos with a right-handed W in-
volved is proportional to

$
k=light

mkUl!k
† Ulk. %40&

As we see in our one-flavor example, Eq. %15&, this quan-
tity is -mkmD /mR and the amplitude is very suppressed.
The largest contribution, not including the one propor-
tional to .m&&/ derived above, generally comes from the
exchange of heavy neutrinos, through two WR’s. Then
there is no suppression from the mixing matrix, the neu-
trino propagator is roughly proportional to 1/mR and,
crudely speaking,

488 Avignone, Elliott, and Engel: Double beta decay, Majorana neutrinos, and …
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Nuclear physics is needed to connect different isotopes

1

T 0⇥
1/2

= G0⇥(Q,Z)|M0⇥ |2�m��⇥2
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100 Chapter 8. Non-oscillation experiments

nucleus Present bound on |mee|/h in eV
76Ge 0.35 HM
76Ge 0.38 IGEX
130Te 0.42 Cuoricino
100Mo 1.7 NEMO3
136Xe 2.2 DAMA/LXe

Sensitivity to |mee|/h in meV
25 GERDA
25 MAJORANA
33 CUORE
52 EXO
55 SuperNEMO

Table 8.2: Left: present constraints at 90% CL. Right: future sensitivities. The factor h ⇠ 1
reminds that 0⌫2� elements are uncertain (h = 1 corresponds to the matrix elements of [84]).
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lightest neutrino mass in eV
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Figure 8.5: 99% CL expected ranges as function of the lightest neutrino mass for the parameters:
mcosmo = m1 + m2 + m3 probed by cosmology (fig. 8.5a), m⌫e ⌘ (m · m†)1/2

ee probed by �-decay
(fig. 8.5b), |mee| probed by 0⌫2� (fig. 8.5c). �m2

23 > 0 corresponds to normal hierarchy (mlightest =
m1) and �m2

23 < 0 corresponds to inverted hierarchy (mlightest = m3), see fig. 2.4. The darker
regions show how the ranges would shrink if the present best-fit values of oscillation parameters
were confirmed with negligible error.

(b) The second concept, proposed in 1967 by Fiorini et al. [18], aims at collecting the ionization
charge produced by the electrons, with MeV-scale energy. Experiments using 76Ge yield
the best existing limit (from HM and IGEX [18]). This technique is seriously considered for
future steps (GERDA, Majorana, GEM proposals).

(c) Fiorini et al. push the bolometer concept with tellurium: its isotope of interest has a large
isotopic fraction in nature. This produced the next better result (from Cuoricino, to be
enlarged to CUORE).

Many other experiments and proposals are based on (various combinations of) these concepts and
other important considerations (background control, isotopic enrichment, double tag, etc.). The
so called “pulse shape discrimination” is a good example of how the background can be reduced
in 76Ge detectors; in the terminology above, it might be classified as a rough “electron tracking”.
E.g. background from � radiation deposits monochromatic energy in the crystal, producing a line
in the energy spectrum, at energies that can be dangerously close to the 0⌫2� line. However, the
energy is deposited in a wider area (since the daughter � from e+ annihilation is able to spread
the energy around), and the electric pulse from charge collection has on average a di↵erent time

current projects

0νββ and neutrino masses
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Klapdor et al.

EXO-200  (~100 meV)

meff ~ 50 meV:  ~ 1027 years
(1027 nuclei ~ 103 moles ~ 100 kg)

[PLB  586(2004)198]
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experimental handles

-  ultra low radioactivity  

-  large source mass

-  energy resolution  2νββ

 0νββ

2% energy resolution (σ)

×10-2 ×10-6
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-  tracking

-  multi-isotope

-  decay product identification
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why xenon for EXO?
✓ known purification technology
✓ can be re-purified and transferred between detectors
✓ simplest enrichment (proven at the 100’s kg scale)
✓ scalable technology (dark matter experiments help!)  
✓ source = detector, high detection efficiency
✓ allows for particle ID (α/β, single/multiple cluster)
✓ (could allow for decay-daughter tagging)

✓ standard 2νββ is very slow
(T0ν1/2 = 2.11 × 1021 y)

✴ energy resolution:  GXe > LXe > liquid scintillator

[Ackerman et al., PRL 107, 212501 (2011); arXiv:1108.4193]
[A. Gando et al., arXiv:1201.4664]
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EXO-200 concept

10

• 200kg	  of	  xenon	  (80%	  enrichment	  in	  136Xe)	  liquid	  phase	  (~170	  K)	  
• Ionizing	  events	  deposit	  energy	  as	  charge	  (slow)	  and	  scinGllaGon	  (prompt)
• Collect	  scinGllaGon	  on	  APDs
• Collect	  ionizaGon	  on	  wires	  -‐-‐-‐>	  charge	  preamplifiers
• Energy	  reconstrucGon,	  PID,	  from	  ionizaGon+scinGllaGon	  (ΔE/E	  =	  1.4%	  at	  Qββ)
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EXO-200 at WIPP

‣ ~1600 m.w.e. overburden 
(650 meters or rock + salt)

‣ <100 ppb U,Th
‣ ~20 Bq/m3 radon

[Esch et al.,  NIM A 538, 516 (2005)]
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EXO-200 muon veto panels
(on four sides)

detector and 
auxiliary plants 

housed in a 
modular clean 

room

HFE 
transfer 

lines

Pb wall
(25 cm thick) Cu double-

walled 
cryostat

HFE-7000 heat 
transfer fluid 
(~4 tonnes)

inner detector (TPC) 
+ Cu vessel 

12
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EXO-200 @ WIPP

13
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the EXO-200 TPC
half TPC

Cathode mesh
(two ‘bikinis’)

Field shaping ringsacrylic supports

Teflon reflector

14
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~500 APDs (gangs of 7)

Signal Cables

charge detection wire triplets

final TIG weld

15
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~500 APDs (gangs of 7)

Signal Cables

charge detection wire triplets

final TIG weld

no soldered connection

15
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EXO-200 signal cables

16
Signal	  cabling	  penetrates	  TPC	  and	  cryostat	  (no	  “feedthroughs”)

voltage	  divider

2D	  (u,v)	  wires
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EXO-200

January 2010
17
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EXO-200 engineering 
run (Dec 2010)

✓ natural xenon
✓ test stability of LXe/GXe systems
✓ measure Xe purity
✓ generally test detector performance
✓ test source calibration system
✓ test Xe emergency recovery 
✴ no front Pb shield
✴ no Rn-suppressed enclosure
✴ no Rn trap in Xe system
✴ no muon veto 

a muon event:

18
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Charge 
readout

Light 
readout

V: Induction
U: Collection

A single-site energy 
deposition in EXO-200

Scintillation light is seen at both 
sides. The light is more diffuse on 
side 1 and more localized on side 
2, where the event occurred.

The light signal always precedes 
both charge signals. The 
induction (V) signal precedes the 
collection (U) signal.

one sample
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A two-site Compton 
scattering event

All scintillation light arrives at the 
same time, indicating that the two 
energy depositions are 
simultaneous.
In this case, the gamma ray 
occurred on side 2. The light 
hitting side 2 is more localized, 
while the light hitting side 1 is 
more diffuse across the plane.
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Charge 
readout

Light 
readout

V: Induction
U: Collection
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known offenders (in natXe, Dec ’10)

85Kr

the total Kr concentration in the natXe 
was measured to be, using a special 
technique involving mass-
spectroscopic analysis in the gas 
phase,  

(42.6±5.7)·10-9 g/g
[A. Dobi et al., arXiv:1103.2714v1] 

à consistent with Mass Spec result assuming standard 85Kr/Kr concentration of ~10-11 

222Rn, via 214Bi-Po 
fast coincidences

21
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low bg run
running with 

enriched xenon 
since spring 2011

Rn enclosure

front Pb shield 
incomplete

Rn enclosure not yet operationalRn enclosure not yet operational
22
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first observation of 2νββ of 136Xe 

T1/2 = (2.11± 0.04(stat)± 0.21(syst))� 1021 years

[PRL 107, 212501 (2011); arXiv:1108.4193]

‣ 31 days of live-time
‣ 63 kg fiducial mass
‣ 376 V/cm drift field
‣ ionization charge 

spectrum only
‣ un-binned maximum 

likelihood fit
‣ S/N ~ 10

single cluster events multiple cluster events

2νββ
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first observation of 2νββ of 136Xe 

T1/2 = (2.11± 0.04(stat)± 0.21(syst))� 1021 years

[PRL 107, 212501 (2011); arXiv:1108.4193]

‣ 31 days of live-time
‣ 63 kg fiducial mass
‣ 376 V/cm drift field
‣ ionization charge 

spectrum only
‣ un-binned maximum 

likelihood fit
‣ S/N ~ 10

single cluster events multiple cluster events

2νββ
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228Th source calibrations (Run 1)

• Calibration runs compared to simulation
- GEANT4 based simulation
- charge propagation
- scintillation propagation
- signal generation 
- energy resolution parameterization is added in after the fact

• There are no free parameters for these comparisons (worst agreement is +8%)

single - cluster multiple - cluster

γ γ

granularity from
9 mm wire spacing

720720

charge-only analysis

24
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• After purity correction, calibrated single and multiple cluster peaks across energy region of 
interest (511 to 2615 keV)

-uncertainty bands are systematic
• Point-like depositions have large reconstructed energies due to induction effects

- observed for pair-production site (similar to β and ββ decays )
- reproduced in simulation

• Peak widths also recorded and their dependence on energy is parameterized.

energy calibration (Run 1)

25

charge-only analysis
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what’s ahead

‣ upgraded electronics, improve clustering
‣ increase LAAPD gain, reduce energy threshold

‣ flush radon-suppression tent around cryostat
‣ 3D multiple site discrimination
‣ ionization + scintillation anticorrelation
‣ design energy resolution 

our background at Qββ = 2458 keV for this analysis was
~0.005  counts/(kg keV y)

27

done

in progress
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xenon purity

28

current 
analysis

~3 ms electron lifetime
(c.f. ~110 µs maximum drift time)

Electron lifetime was 
determined by 
measuring the 
attenuation of the 
ionization signal as a 
function of drift time for 
the full-absorption 
peak of gamma ray 
sources

Xenon gas is circulated through a heated zirconium getter using a custom-built ultraclean 
pump†. For this analysis, the recirculation rate was increased to 14 slpm, leading to long 
electron lifetimes in the TPC. Occasional stops for maintenance, etc. resulted in temporary 
reductions in electron lifetime, followed by quick recovery. 

† Rev Sci Instrum. 82,105114 (2011)

2 nu 
analysis
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228Th calibration

29

charge+light analysis

[E. Conti et al., Phys. Rev. B: 68 (2003) 054201]

Ionization and scintillation 
are microscopically anti-
correlated processes
(conservation of energy)

Use projection onto a rotated 
axis to determine event energy
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228Th calibration

30

l Multi site (MS) and 
single site (SS) 
data (black points) 
are compared to 
model (blue curve)

l Single site fraction 
agrees to within 
8.5%

l Can measure 
source activities to 
within 9.4%

charge+light analysis
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60Co calibration

31

charge+light analysis

l Multi site (MS) and 
single site (SS) data 
(black points) are 
compared to model 
(blue curve) for 
60Co source

l This is used to 
verify the detector 
simulations
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energy calibration

32
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•Energy	  calibraQon	  residuals	  uncertainQes	  constrained	  to	  be	  less	  than	  0.1%
•Energy	  resoluQon	  at	  Q-‐value	  (2458	  keV)	  is	  1.67%	  (1.84%)	  in	  SS	  (MS)	  spectrum
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- Roger Blandford (Stanford University) -
“ two nu’s is good news but no nu’s is even better! ”

33

summary
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- Roger Blandford (Stanford University) -
“ two nu’s is good news but no nu’s is even better! ”
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summarystay tuned!
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THANK
YOU

(ment)
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extra slides

35
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Ionization alone:
σ(E)/E = 3.8% @ 570 keV

    or 1.8% @ Qββ

Ionization + Scintillation:
σ(E)/E = 3.0% @ 570 keV

    or 1.4% @ Qββ

Anti-correlated ionization and scintillation 
improves the energy resolution in LXe 

this 

Compilation
of Xe resolution 

results

[E. Conti et al., Phys. Rev. B: 68 (2003) 054201]

207Bi source

570 keV

1060 keV

36
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The EXO-200 detector

1.5m

HFE-7000

HFE-loaded cryostat 
is cooled via closed-
loop refrigerant 
chilled by external 
refrigerators and 
circulating in heat 
exchangers 

1.5m

37
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teflon light reflectors

flex cables on back of 
APD plane (copper on 
kapton, no glue)

field shaping rings (copper)

acrylic supports LAAPD plane (copper) and x-y wires 
(photo-etched phosphor bronze)Central HV plane 

(photo-etched 
phosphor bronze)

~40
 cm

x-y crossed wires, 
60o

38
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e-beam weld

EXO-200 xenon vessel
self-shielding is poor 
for ~MeV gamma rays

-  ultra-pure copper
-  1.4 mm thick
-  mostly e-beam welded

-  machined and stored 
shallow underground 
(2 m of concrete)

39
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EXO-200 LAAPDs

40
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γ sources:

137Cs, 60Co, 228Th

y
z

x

calibration system

41
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low background spectra

‣ signal constant in time
‣ signal is uniform throughout the LXe bulk

‣ gamma backgrounds are suppressed towards the center of the detector
42
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constraints from alpha spectroscopy

‣ look for α decays in the 
238U chain, above 222Rn

‣ use Rn alphas to calibrate

‣ can constrain 238U 
contamination by setting a 
limit on 4.5 MeV α’s 
(<0.3 counts/day in fiducial 
volume)

‣ same limit applies to its 
daughter 234mPa, which with 
its Q=2195 keV β’s could 
be a background 
(but isn’t) 

use well-identifiable α decays to constrain plausible backgrounds

43

steady state radon:    4.5 μBq kg-1    ~1 per hour  
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2νββ decay matrix elements

45
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EXO-200 sensitivity

* σ(E)/E = 1.4% obtained in EXO R&D, Conti et al., Phys. Rev. B 68 (2003) 054201
1 Simkovic et al. Phys. Rev. C79, 055501(2009) [use RQRPA and gA= 1.25]
2 Menendez et al., Nucl. Phys. A818, 139(2009), use UCOM results

improves sensitivity for 136Xe 0νββ by one order of magnitude
detected 2νββ of 136Xe  (|M2ν|=0.019 MeV-1)

discovery claim in 76Ge:   T1/2 = 2.23+0.44
-0.31 ×1025y 

(reference: 1025 years lifetime  =>  440 events/year/ton of 136Xe)

Case Mass
(ton)

Eff.
(%)

Run 
Time
(yr)

σE/E @ 
2.5MeV

(%)

Radioactive
Background

(events)

T1/2
0ν

(yr, 90%CL)
Majorana mass

(meV)
QRPA1       NSM2

Majorana mass
(meV)

QRPA1       NSM2

EXO-200 0.2 70 2 1.6* 40 6.4×1025 109  135

46/170 (QRPA/NSM) events above 40 bg: confirm or rule out at 5/11.7 σ

46
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0νββ and neutrino masses
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100 Chapter 8. Non-oscillation experiments

nucleus Present bound on |mee|/h in eV
76Ge 0.35 HM
76Ge 0.38 IGEX
130Te 0.42 Cuoricino
100Mo 1.7 NEMO3
136Xe 2.2 DAMA/LXe

Sensitivity to |mee|/h in meV
25 GERDA
25 MAJORANA
33 CUORE
52 EXO
55 SuperNEMO

Table 8.2: Left: present constraints at 90% CL. Right: future sensitivities. The factor h ⇠ 1
reminds that 0⌫2� elements are uncertain (h = 1 corresponds to the matrix elements of [84]).

10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1 1
lightest neutrino mass in eV

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

1

|m
ee
|!i
n
eV

99% CL (1 dof)

"m23
2

! > 0

disfavoured by 0Ν2Β

disfavoured
by
cosm

ology

"m23
2

! < 0

Figure 8.5: 99% CL expected ranges as function of the lightest neutrino mass for the parameters:
mcosmo = m1 + m2 + m3 probed by cosmology (fig. 8.5a), m⌫e ⌘ (m · m†)1/2

ee probed by �-decay
(fig. 8.5b), |mee| probed by 0⌫2� (fig. 8.5c). �m2

23 > 0 corresponds to normal hierarchy (mlightest =
m1) and �m2

23 < 0 corresponds to inverted hierarchy (mlightest = m3), see fig. 2.4. The darker
regions show how the ranges would shrink if the present best-fit values of oscillation parameters
were confirmed with negligible error.

(b) The second concept, proposed in 1967 by Fiorini et al. [18], aims at collecting the ionization
charge produced by the electrons, with MeV-scale energy. Experiments using 76Ge yield
the best existing limit (from HM and IGEX [18]). This technique is seriously considered for
future steps (GERDA, Majorana, GEM proposals).

(c) Fiorini et al. push the bolometer concept with tellurium: its isotope of interest has a large
isotopic fraction in nature. This produced the next better result (from Cuoricino, to be
enlarged to CUORE).

Many other experiments and proposals are based on (various combinations of) these concepts and
other important considerations (background control, isotopic enrichment, double tag, etc.). The
so called “pulse shape discrimination” is a good example of how the background can be reduced
in 76Ge detectors; in the terminology above, it might be classified as a rough “electron tracking”.
E.g. background from � radiation deposits monochromatic energy in the crystal, producing a line
in the energy spectrum, at energies that can be dangerously close to the 0⌫2� line. However, the
energy is deposited in a wider area (since the daughter � from e+ annihilation is able to spread
the energy around), and the electric pulse from charge collection has on average a di↵erent time

Klapdor et al.

EXO-200  (~100 meV)

EXO  (2 tons, 5 years, ~18 meV)

meff ~ 50 meV:  ~ 1027 years
(1027 nuclei ~ 103 moles ~ 100 kg)

[PLB  586(2004)198]

EXO  (10 tons, 10 years, ~5meV)
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sensitivity of ton-scale EXO with barium tagging
Assumptions: 
1. 80% enrichment in Xe-136
2. 68% overall efficiency: 95% energy cut * 80% tracking effic * 90% lifetime fraction from 

EXO-200 analysis
3. Intrinsic low background + Ba tagging eliminate all radioactive background
4. Energy resolution only used to separate the 0ν from 2ν modes: select 0ν events in a ±2σ 

interval centered around the 2.458 MeV endpoint
5. Use for 2νββ T1/2=2.11×1022yr (Ackerman et al., arXiv:1108.4193, 21 August 2011)

* σ(E)/E = 1.6% obtained in EXO R&D, Conti et al Phys Rev B68 (2003) 054201
† σ(E)/E = 1.0% considered as an aggressive but realistic guess with large light collection area

1 Šimkovic et al., Phys. Rev. C79 055501 (2009) [use RQRPA with gA=1.25]
2 Menendez et al., Nucl. Phys. A818 139 (2009) [use UCOM results]

very 
large

large

Case

5.8

20

4.7

16

Majorana mass

(meV)

QRPA1 NSM2

3.4

5

2νββ

Background

(events)

3.5*10281†106810

2.4*10271.6*5682

T1/2
0ν

(y)

(90% CL)

σE/E @ 

2.5MeV

(%)

Run Time

(y)
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